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Revised Edition~The Exotic Ink Series are Contemporary Romances with an HEA and can be read

as a stand alone!~*Jason: Exotic Ink Series (Book Three) due for release December 2017.Vehn

Mathieu possesses one of the most recognizable faces on the planet. He has everything money can

buy, but thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a huge piece missing from his exceptional life that canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be

bought Ã¢â‚¬â€œ a soulmate. He longs to find a woman who wants the man behind the persona, a

woman who can see beyond the faÃƒÂ§ade. When he finally finds the one, she is completely

unaware of his true identity. Will she be able to come to grips with his celebrity and love the man

behind the name?Callie Mackenzie is well-known in her own little niche. Her beauty, talent, and

radiant personality hide the dark, jagged scars of her past that threaten to extinguish the light of her

future. Her seemingly iron-clad armor can barely protect the fractured soul of the woman beneath as

she fights a daily battle to preserve the happiness she has strived so hard to achieve. Finished with

abusive men, she prefers to daydream about the one she thinks sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll never meet. But

when CallieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s fantasy becomes her reality, how will she slay her own demons to be with

him? Vehn and Callie together. When forces outside their control threaten to destroy their fragile

new bond, Vehn and Callie come face to face with her deep-rooted insecurities. Their chemistry is

unshakable, but is their untried relationship strong enough to endure the hardships of his fame and

her past? Is the reward of being together worth the price each must pay to keep their one true love?
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LS Anders debut novel, Vehn was well written and has a great storyline. Not only did I like the main

characters, Anders made sure to give us just enough of the secondary characters to keep us

coming back for more. Looking forward to see what's in store for the rest of the Exotic Ink gang.

Vehn is a strong start to a new series. It's a good story with a sweet reminder to look below the

surface. Not sure the extra subtitle of "Erotica for Women with Explicit Sex" is necessary, but I

guess it's a warning if you are easily offended.

This is a great read that is even better the second time u read it!I can't wait to read the next book

Wow, when I started reading this book it took me awhile to get into it. It was not holding my attention

so I stopped reading, well I decided to give it another shot and let me tell you I am so glad that I

didn't give up on Vehn! I fell in love with the characters and the whole dang storyline. It was

surprisingly good, I had almost written this book off but now I am hooked and can not wait till more

books are available. Vehn is book one in the Exotic Ink Series and I promise you will not be

disappointed, LS Anders is definitely going on my authors to follow list. When you read this book,

there is a character in it that a swear has special powers but nothing is said to lead to it, but I have a

feeling it may be explained in later books. This is a must read!!!!

Callie is a tattoo artist and she has burned badly by love in the past so she prefers to fantasize

about Vehn knowing that she will never meet him. Vehn is a famous model and he is involved in a

relationship with fellow model Regina who is only in the relationship to further her career and he

wants to find someone who wants him for him While attending a costume party with his best friend

Tegan he meets Callie and they are drawn to each other. How will react when her mystery man is

actually her fantasy lover and will she believe that she can ever interest a man like Vehn who is

used to dating models. The author did a wonderful of creating developed characters with a realistic



storyline and the secondary characters were a plus and I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait for their

stories. I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader Copy of this book.

OMGOSH! This turned out to be a great read.So I had a hard time in the beginning & leading up

towards the middle, with our heroine. I understood her misgivings/fears, I did. I just felt like certain

occurrences should have jolted her out of her way of thinking a lot sooner. Then what she did or

how she handled the big eff up 75% in the novel, I was soooo ticked at her. I mean I totally saw

myself leaping into my kindle, into her living room and shaking the ever loving crap out of her &

letting Vehn in her house, so he could explain himself. LOL!This was a very sexy, sweet,

emotionally driven read. I loved/liked all the main supporting cast here. Hints to some of their

individual stories, seem intriguing. Got my nosy behind dying to know what the deal is.... Sorry but I

laughed so hard when it was finally revealed how Brent died. *LMBO*I REALLY love Tegan To be

quite honest, I was crushing on him way more than I was Vehn *Whispers* Sorry Vehn.I think/hope

given where Rayna & Tegan's story start here in this book, that their book will be off the chain

interesting, intense, and beautiful. #CannotWaitForTheirStory.Oh and Regina, You are dumb. You

are so dumb. For real. *smh*This was a great intro to this series. I highly recommend that you read

it.Happy Reading :)

Callie Mackenzie is a tattoo artist at Exotic Ink Tattoo Studio and is the biggest fan of male super

model Vehn Mathieu. Callie has been struggling to find herself after her last relationship with Ryder

who was extremely possessive, controlling and very damaging to her self esteem.Vehn Mathieu just

wants to be an ordinary guy who can live his life outside the spotlight. His last girlfriend was not into

him for the right reason and he decides to go out one night to a costume party so he can just be

himself without anyone knowing who he is.When Callie discovers who Vehn really is will she back

away or jump on the chance to be with her dream guy? Soon Callie discovers that being with Vehn

is not what she thought it would be like and finds herself in over her head. Can she trust him with

the truth or will she not give him a chance to explain?I really enjoyed this book but I found the

beginning a little slow to get into. I liked Callie but I almost found her two different people as she

seemed to have so much confidence at times and then at other times she completely closed off and

believed she wasn't good enough for anyone. I realize Callie's ex Ryder did a lot of psychological

damage but yet when she was at the masquerade party she had confidence.Vehn was an

interesting character for sure as he was so succesful as a model yet he really wanted anonymity to

be a photographer and live his life without the press in his face. He wants to meet a girl who likes



him for him and not for his name. But obviously he has had some issues in the past with the women

he has had relationships with.I am really liking the whole crew of Exotic Ink Tattoo and everyone

who works there. I love the closeness of Evana, Rayna and Callie and how they all support each

other through their ups and downs. I really think there is more to Evie than we know unless we learn

in a future book that she has some sort of illness which makes her wear wigs. I loved the other side

of Cole that we saw when Callie was struggling. I'm also really looking forward to getting to know

Tegan more in future books.I really liked how Callie sought to improve herself with help from Dr.V

before going to figure things out with Vehn. They definitely had their ups and downs and hopefully

they have figured it out for the next book! The key is communication!!Reviewed for KFA
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